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The Upper Yellow River region between the Nanshan Range in the north 
and the Tibetan Plateau in the south has always been inhabited by a multitude of 
ethnolinguistic groups. The groups today inhabiting the region speak languages 
representing the Sinitic (Chinese), Bodic (Tibetan), Mongolic, and Turkic 
language families, all of which, in their modern forms, have been present in the 
region since mediaeval times (9th to 15th cc.). Accordingly, the region has had, 
and still has, many names deriving from the various local languages. The 
official name today is Qinghai, under which name the region has been adminis-
tered as a province (Qinghai Sheng 青海省) of China since 1928 (Rock 1956: 
3-8). The name of the province derives from the Chinese name of the well-
known salt lake Qinghai (Qinghai Hu 青海湖) ‘Blue Sea Lake’, the largest lake 
in today’s P. R. China. 
The area east of Lake Qinghai is also known since ancient times in Chinese 
as Huangzhong (湟中), a name that is connected with that of the river Huang-
shui (Huangshui He 湟水河), which adjoins the Yellow River (Huanghe 黄河) 
from the north, forming a local lowland area centered around Huangzhong 
County (Huangzhong Xian 湟中县). Before the founding of Qinghai Province, 
the Huangzhong region used to belong to the administrative context of the 
neighbouring Gansu Province and was officially known as the district of Xining 
(Xining Fu 西宁府) ‘Pacified West’, a name also borne by the modern provin-
cial capital Xining City (Xining Shi 西宁市). The local Tibetan form of this 
name is Zelang (Written Tibetan Zi.ling). 
Both Qinghai Lake and the surrounding region are also known internation-
ally by the Mongol name variously appearing in Western sources as either 
Kukunor (Kuku Nor, Kuku-nor, Koukou-nor, etc.) or Kokonor (Koko Nor, 
Koko-nor, Koknor, etc.), based on different phonetic and orthographical approxi-
mations of both local and non-local dialectal pronunciations of Mongolic 
*kökö+nuur ‘Blue Lake’ (Written Mongol Guiganaqhur). The most immediate 
source of this name would have been the shape kök+nuur in the Oirat dialect of 
the Qinghai Khoshut, who are among the most recent ethnolinguistic groups to 
have arrived in the region (since the 17th c.). The concept of ‘Blue Lake’, which 
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may or may not be of Chinese origin, is also known to the local Tibetans, who 
call the lake and the surrounding region by the name Tsohngombo (with a 
variety of dialectal forms, all corresponding to Written Tibetan mTsho.sngon.po, 
literally ‘Lake Blue’). 
Another Tibetan name for the Qinghai region is Amdo (Written Tibetan 
xA.mdo). Amdo is normally considered to constitute one of the three main 
components of ethnic Tibet, the other two components being Kham (Written 
Tibetan Khams) and Ü-Tsang (Written Tibetan dBus.gTsang) or ‘Central 
Tibet’. Apart from geographical factors, this division is based on historical and 
political circumstances, especially on the fact that both Kham and Amdo have 
for centuries been beyond the administrative control of Central Tibet. It may be 
noted that the ethnolinguistic difference between the Tibetans of Amdo and 
Central Tibet is large enough to have been observed by the neighbouring ethnic 
groups. The Qinghai Oirat, for instance, apply the term töwd ‘Tibetans (proper)’ 
(Written Mongol Tuibat) only for the Central Tibetans, while the Amdo 
Tibetans are known to them as tangghd ‘Tangut’ (Written Mongol Tavgqhut), 
originally ‘Tang people’, a name surviving (with a changed reference) from the 
Tang period of China (618-907) and the Xixia dynasty of the historical Tangut 
(1032-1227). 
It goes without saying that the concepts of Qinghai and Amdo do not 
completely overlap. Especially in the modern administrative sense, Qinghai 
Province covers areas that historically belong to the context of Kham, while 
other areas of historical Kham are administered as parts of the modern provin-
ces of Sichuan and Yunnan, or also in the context of the Tibetan Autonomous 
region (Tibet proper). Similarly, parts of Amdo are today contained within the 
borders of the provinces of Sichuan and Gansu. Although these administrative 
divisions do correlate with certain subethnic (including dialectal) differences, 
the fact remains that the historical entities of Amdo and Kham have (without 
doubt, intentionally) been erased from the political map and been replaced by 
new entities whose mutual borders are, from the ethnohistorical point of view, 
arbitrary. For many purposes it is therefore convenient to use the term Amdo 
Qinghai, which encompasses both the historical and modern dimensions of the 
region. 
 
The Amdo Qinghai region is also the homeland of the Mongolic-speaking 
populations whose languages form the Shirongolic branch of the Mongolic 
family (Janhunen 2003). There is some evidence suggesting that the term Shi-
rongol, originally probably *sirangghul < *siira-n+gol ‘valley of the lowland’, 
was used as the general Shirongolic term for the very Huangzhong region, or for 
some other lowland area in Amdo Qinghai. More specifically, the term Shiron-
gol may have originally referred to the section of the Upper Yellow River basin 
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also known as Sanchuan (三川) ‘Three Rivers Region’, upstream from the 
confluence of the Yellow River with the Huangshui. However this may be, it is 
possible that the term Shirongol is connected with the Tibetan term Amdo, 
which also has the connotation of ‘lowland’. 
The Tibetan name of Amdo is based on the appellative noun mdo (Written 
Tibetan mdo), which as a topographic term means ‘(place of) crossing (of roads 
or rivers)’ (Zhang 1993: 1381 s.v. mdo), as in lam.bzhi.mdo ‘crossing of four 
roads’, chu.gsum.mdo ‘confluence of three rivers’. Potentially, there are many 
places that could have been named on this basis, and it is, indeed, possible that 
the noun mdo has had several toponymic references in the past. One major 
location for which the name seems to have been applied historically by the 
Tibetans already in late Tang times (early 10th c.) is the Chengdu area (Enoki 
1985), which, by definition, is marked by the confluence of the ‘Four Rivers’ of 
Sichuan (四川). It is, however, unlikely that the name was simply transferred 
from Sichuan to Sanchuan; more probably, the same basic noun mdo yielded (at 
least) two separate toponyms, of which only the name of Amdo in the modern 
sense (Amdo Qinghai) survives today. 
Whether the original reference of Amdo was the Upper Yellow River 
valley, in general, or the Sanchuan section, in particular, seems impossible to 
determine, but the semantic parallelism between the toponyms Amdo and 
Shirongol is obvious. It is, however, not immediately clear whether Mongolic 
Shirongol should be viewed as a direct translation of Tibetan Amdo, or vice 
versa. Although Tibetans have been present in the Amdo Qinghai region earlier 
than the Mongolic ancestors of the modern Shirongolic populations, the two 
linguistic groups have recurrently occupied each other’s territories. In many 
places of Amdo Qinghai, the local toponymy of Tibetan-speaking areas is of 
Mongolic origin, while there are also Tibetan toponyms in Shirongolic-speaking 
areas. There is, however, no evidence of a significant Tibetan substratum in the 
Sanchuan region, where the population has since several centuries spoken 
Mongolic (Shirongolic). 
 
A problem with the Tibetan name of Amdo is the initial syllable a- 
(Written Tibetan xa.), which seems to be inetymological and has no synchronic 
meaning. It has been explained as a prothetic element, “naturally” added before 
the initial cluster of mdo (Zhang 1993: 3119 s.v. xa.mdo). This is not a particu-
larly intuitive explanation, since Amdo Tibetan normally preserves the initial 
cluster md intact, except that the labial nasal preinitial m (Written Tibetan m) 
can dialectally be merged with the archiphonemic nasal preinitial v (Written 
Tibetan va.chung), yielding vd [nd], as in Amdo Tibetan (regional) mda [mda] 
> (dialectal) vda [nda] ‘arrow’ (Written Tibetan mdav) (Janhunen & Kalsang 
Norbu 1999: 263-264). The term Amdo does, indeed, also appear in the two 
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shapes (regional) amdo [amdo] and (dialectal) avdo [ando], but this does not 
explain the presence of the extra initial syllable. 
For the time being it can only be concluded that the a- of a-mdo is an extra 
syllable of unknown origin, perhaps – or perhaps not – similar to that in kinship 
terms like a-pa ‘father’ and a-ma ‘mother’ (Written Tibetan xa.pha resp. 
xa.ma, based on pha resp. ma). In principle, the prothesis could also be due to 
the influence of the non-Tibetan languages of the Amdo Qinghai region, but 
there is no evidence corroborating this assumption. It happens that the shape 
amdo is also attested, as a Tibetan loanword, in the Halchighul dialect of Mong-
ghul, as listed by Róna-Tas (1966: 39 No. 6). In the “riddle songs” recorded by 
Schröder (1959: 143-158), the land of Amdo (amdo) is presented as one of the 
three principal countries of the Mongghul world, the other two being Tibet 
(ghwisang) and Peking (rjanag). In other forms of Mongghul, the more innova-
tive shape ando is reportedly used today (Limusishiden, personal communica-
tion). The latter shape could also have been influenced by Chinese (Mandarin) 
anduo (安多 ), which is used as a borrowing from Tibetan to denote the 
ethnolinguistic dimensions of historical Amdo, as distinguished from the 
administrative concept of modern Qinghai. 
Of greater diachronic interest is, however, the shape xamdo [hamto:], 
recorded by De Smedt & Mostaert (1933: 153) from the Naringhuor dialect of 
‘Monguor’, an idiom that in the following will be referred to as (Naringhuor) 
Mongghuor, in distinction from (Halchighul) Mongghul and (Minhe) Mang-
ghuer. The peculiarity of the shape xamdo is contained in the presence of the 
additional initial segment x, which in the consonant system of Mongghuor may 
be identified as a laryngeal (or velo-laryngeal) continuant. The shape xamdo is 
also listed by Róna-Tas (1966: 54 No. 205), who mentions that the name of 
Amdo is, in fact, attested as *hamdo also in late mediaeval Tibetan sources 
(Written Tibetan Ha.mdo) (cf. also Róna-Tas 1962: 339-340). The implication 
is that the initial x- of the Mongghuor data could reflect an actual segment in the 
Tibetan original. This would mean that the word has historically occurred in 
two Tibetan shapes, amdo and *hamdo, each of which was borrowed into a 
different Shirongolic idiom. 
 
On the Tibetan side, the presence of the initial laryngeal in *hamdo could 
tentatively be connected with the possible original consonantal value of the zero 
initial, perhaps a glottal stop (rendered in Written Tibetan by the consonantal 
letter xa.chen ‘big a’). Thinking further along this line, Róna-Tas (1966: 129 
nn. 142-143) assumes that the word *amdo may originally have contained an 
initial voiced (weak) glottal spirant (normally rendered by va.chung), for which 
Shirongolic *x would, according to him, have been a natural substitution. A 
parallel example is offered by Mongghuor xombu ‘tamarisk’, borrowed from 
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Tibetan *(x)ombu (Written Tibetan vom.bu), as also listed by Róna-Tas (1966: 
55 No. 212). This would mean that the Tibetan shape *hamdo (with an initial 
*h) would also have to be secondary for something that would originally have 
been *xamdo (with *x standing for the original consonantal value of the 
segment rendered orthographically by va.chung). 
Unfortunately, there is no synchronic evidence from Amdo Tibetan on the 
segmental status of the two types of zero initial (va.chung and xa.chen). In 
particular, all over Amdo Tibetan, the name of Amdo is attested only in the 
regular shape (*)amdo (cf. also e.g. Haller 2004: 210 s.v. amdo). In spite of the 
superficial similarity, there can therefore hardly be any direct link between the 
Tibetan shape *hamdo (whatever its origin may be) and the Mongghuor shape 
xamdo, nor can the initial x in Mongghuor xamdo and xombu stand for an actual 
consonantal segment of the Tibetan originals. This is probably also true of the 
initial segment gh in Mongghuor (and Mongghul) ghur ‘light’, which Róna-Tas 
(1966: 51 No. 164), following Ligeti (1961: 226-228 n. 24), compares with 
Tibetan (*)od id. (Written Tibetan vod). 
Under such circumstances, it is reasonable to search for an explanation of 
the shapes xamdo and xombu in Shirongolic diachronic phonology. Indeed, it is 
by now well known that the Shirongolic languages not only preserve the Proto-
Mongolic initial laryngeal *x (< *p), but also show regular instances of a 
secondary prothetic *x in words with an original vowel anlaut (Janhunen 2004). 
The basic rule governing this phenomenon was first formulated by Eugene 
Helimski (1985) and may be called ‘Helimski’s Law’. In its original version, 
Helimski’s Law established that a prothetic (*)x (positionally also > f s r h) was 
added before an initial vowel in words containing an original medial inter-
vocalic strong obstruent (*p *t *s *c *k). At the same time, the strong obstruent 
(with the exception of *s) was weakened, e.g. Proto-Mongolic *ükü- ‘to die’ > 
Shirongolic *xügü- (> Mongghuor fugu-). 
Since the strong obstruents in Mongolic were originally pronounced with 
an aspiration, the prothesis of (*)x may from the phonetic point of view be seen, 
as pointed out by Helimski (ibid.), as a regressive movement of the aspiration 
segment to the beginning of the word, e.g. *[ükhü-] > *[hükü-]. Exactly the 
same process was also active in words containing both an initial weak and a 
medial strong obstruent. In such words, the aspiration was metathetically moved 
from medial position to initial position, e.g. *bicig [pit‚hik] ‘writing; letter; 
book’ > Mongghul pujig [phut‚ik]. As a result, strong obstruents were permitted 
in medial position only in words containing a sonorant initial, as in *maka 
[makha] ‘meat’ (cf. also Georg 2003: 291-292). Importantly, the zero anlaut 
(*F) functioned as a weak obstruent, which metathetically received the aspira-
tion of a following medial strong obstruent. 
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There are still many aspects of Helimski’s Law that will require a closer 
analysis and, probably, revision. Most importantly, the comparative evidence 
suggests that the prothesis of *x in words with a zero anlaut took place earlier 
and/or on a wider areal scale (also in Shira Yughur) than the metathesis of 
obstruent aspiration (not attested in Shira Yughur). Also, in words containing 
two consecutive strong obstruents, a deaspiration of the medial obstruent took 
place, e.g. *ceceg ‘flower’ > Shirongolic *cejeg (> Mongghuor cijag). We are 
therefore possibly dealing with three different diachronic processes: (1) initial 
assimilatory aspiration, *[#VCh] > *[#hVCh], (2) initial assimilatory post-
aspiration, [*#CVCh] > *[#ChVCh], and (3) medial dissimilatory deaspiration, 
[*#ChVCh] > [#ChVC]. The common denominator of these processes is that 
they involve obstruent consonants (C = obstruent) as well as a zero initial (equal 
to a weak obstruent). 
 
Helimski’s Law does not, however, provide an immediate explanation of 
the initial laryngeal segment in the Mongghuor items xamdo and xombu. Even if 
it may be assumed that these items derive from the earlier shapes *amdo and 
*ombu, borrowed from Amdo Tibetan *amdo (*a-mdo) and *ombu (*om-bu), it 
is obvious that they do not fill the normal contextual conditions of laryngeal 
prothesis, since the internal obstruents in them never seem to have been of the 
strong (aspirated) type. The fact that they also contain an intermediate nasal is 
of no direct relevance in this context, for the process of laryngeal prothesis has 
included words in which the medial strong obstruent is preceded by a syllable-
final sonorant, as in Proto-Mongolic *emkü- ‘to take a mouthbit’ > Shirongolic 
*xemgü- > Mongghul & Mongghuor xanggu-, Proto-Mongolic *altan ‘gold’ > 
Mongghul xaldan > Mongghuor xardam. 
Words beginning with a vowel and containing a medial sonorant+obstruent 
cluster have, however, also been affected by another tendency, namely, the loss 
of the initial vowel. This tendency, which has resulted in initial clusters of the 
Tibetan type, is observed in all Shirongolic languages, though the details vary 
from idiom to idiom. In both Mongghul and Mongghuor, the loss of an initial 
vowel is the dominant representation in words containing an original medial 
cluster of a nasal and a weak stop, e.g. Proto-Mongolic *önggö ‘colour’ > 
Mongghul & Mongghuor nggo, Proto-Mongolic *öndögö ‘egg’ > Mongghul & 
Mongghuor ndige. Although the available lexical sources (De Smedt & 
Mostaert 1933, Qasbaqhadur 1985, Li Keyu 1988) are somewhat contradictory, 
cases in which the initial vowel is preserved seem to be rare and may be con-
fined to certain dialects, cf. e.g. Proto-Mongolic *öndür ‘high’ > Mongghul & 
Mongghuor ndur ~ (especially in Mongghul?) undur. 
As for the structural type of the Mongghuor item xamdo, there seem to 
exist no exact parallels in native Shirongolic vocabulary. The Mongolic word 
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*amta ‘taste’ should, in principle, have yielded Shirongolic *xamda*, but it 
shows, instead, an idiosyncratic development into *amuta > Mongghuor amuta 
= Mongghul amuta (Qasbaqhadur 1985 s.v.) > (secondarily again:) amta (Li 
Keyu 1988 s.v.). In the corresponding possessive derivative *amta-tu/n ‘tasty’, 
however, Mongghul has lost the initial vowel, yielding ndatin > tadin (Li Keyu 
1988 s.v.). The item xombu, on the other hand, has a structural parallel in 
Mongghuor & Mongghul xumba(a)- ‘to swim’, though in this case the compar-
ative evidence does not allow to specify with full certainty whether the initial 
laryngeal is of Proto-Mongolic origin (< *xumba-) or due to laryngeal prothesis 
in Shirongolic (< *umpa-). 
Against this background, it appears likely that there was a time in the 
history of Mongghuor and Mongghul when words like *amdo* and *ombu* 
would not have qualified as typical and well-formed. Instead, the language 
would have preferred shapes like *xamdo* and *xombu*, or *mdo* > *ndo* 
and *mbu*, respectively. Since the deletion of the initial vowel in a loanword 
would probably have distorted the original too much, the speakers opted for the 
shapes with laryngeal prothesis, although the diachronic conditions of the pro-
cess of laryngeal prothesis were not met. This is the most likely explanation of 
the actually attested Mongghuor items xamdo and xombu. 
 
Concerning the chronology of the borrowing of xamdo and xombu, a dating 
to late Ming to early Qing times (16th to 17th cc.) would seem plausible. 
Although the history of the rounded vowels in Shirongolic is a complicated and 
little known field, the vowel combination a-o cannot date back to the Proto-
Mongolic level (13th to 14th cc.). The borrowing must also have taken place 
only after the process of laryngeal prothesis and the related processes of 
obstruent restructuring had been completed. On the other hand, the secondary 
addition of an initial x is not observed in some later (17th to 18th cc.) loanwords 
of the Qing period, notably Mongghul & Mongghuor amba ‘(high) official’ (via 
Mongol from Manchu). The Mongghul shapes amdo and ando are, of course, 
even more recent borrowings. 
It has to be noted that the segment x in Mongghul and Mongghuor also 
represents the original strong velar stop *k in the position before original velar 
vowels, as in Proto-Mongolic *kamtu ‘together’ > Mongghul & Mongghuor 
xamdu > xamdi > xandi. In fact, the absolute majority of all synchronic instan-
ces of initial x derive from an original *k. The merger of *k with *x (of any 
origin) is, however, recent in Mongghul and Mongghuor, as can be deduced 
from the fact that the closely related Mangghuer language preserves the two 
phonemes distinct. It is therefore likely that the items xamdo and xombu 
received their initial laryngeal at a time when *k (before velar vowels) was still 
represented as a segment distinct from *x. 
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A note on the notation. In this paper, the phonetic notation of De Smedt & 
Mostaert (1933) and Schröder (1959) for Mongghul and Mongghuor has been 
replaced with a phonemic notation close to that used for Amdo Tibetan in Jan-
hunen & Kalsang Norbu (1999). When necessary, the actual phonetic quotation 
(in square brackets) is given in the IPA system. Written Mongol and Written 
Tibetan are transliterated, with minor modifications, according to the principles 
outlined in Balk & Janhunen (1999) and Balk (1998). For Chinese, the Pinyin 
system (without tone marks) is used. 
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